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Acoustic rock that shares the simple and the pure experiences of life. 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Acoustic,

FOLK: Folk Pop Details: "...Denver's BRyon James Band is just the ticket, with soothing pure harmonies

and keen acoustic musicianship." - The Gazette, Go!, Colorado Springs, CO The BRyon James Band's

live set delivers a solid dose of unforgettable original music with familiar and influential cover songs. Each

song has clear straightforward lead vocals with warm supporting background vocals. Acoustic lead guitar

provides counter rhythmic melodies while the cool deep plucking and bowing of the stand up bass

completes a familiar yet unique sound. The BRyon James Band formed in Denver, Colorado in late 2000,

when vocalist/guitarist Bryon James and guitarist/percussionist Rob Wolcott began to share ideas and

develop songs written by Bryon. Looking to add to their sound, Rob and Bryon got together with Rex

Beauchamp on upright bass, Christmas of 2000. The BRyon James Band began playing the local

Colorado scene and released their first ten-song recording in 2001. The band's second release in early

2004, titled "ivy madison", has thirteen new and original songs that continue to define the intensity,

warmth and devotion of the band's sound. Bryon, Lead Vocals and Guitar, was born February 6, 1974, in

Galesburg, Illinois to a family of musicians that often played together at bluegrass festivals. He taught

himself mandolin and later learned banjo and guitar. Bryon started writing songs at fourteen. At sixteen he

left home and spent seven years traveling on the road and living in his VW bus. Bryon moved to Colorado

in 1981. Bryon's musical influences included The Beatles, Paul Simon, Cat Stevens, and his travels.

Bryon plays James acoustic guitars built by his dad, Carroll James. Rex, Bass and Vocals, was born on

July 28, 1971, in Atlanta, Georgia. At age thirteen, he played the trombone in his high school concert

band. Piano and guitar lessons soon followed. Throughout high school and college Rex played lead guitar

and sang backup vocals with the several bands including Alliance and Deeper and did some recording
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with Deeper in Atlanta. While in college, Rex studied jazz and classical guitar. Rex's musical endeavors

led him to the double/upright bass. Rex has been a member of the Colorado Music Association, COMA.

His musical influences include Radiohead, PJ Harvey and David Bowie. Rob, Guitar and Vocals, was

born May 4, 1971, in Rochester, New York and grew up in Mexico where he began playing guitar and alto

sax. Rob played guitar in a couple of bands in high school. In college, Rob played guitar and/or drums,

toured and recorded with several bands including The Gathering and Daughter Silas. Rob has a

Bachelor's degree in music and a master's degree in music education. He taught music for four years at

Central College in Kansas. Rob also plays the steel drums. Rob's musical influences included Bret Boyer,

The Choir, Phil Keaggy, Dave Matthews and U2. Ryan was born on January 18, 1977, in Denver,

Colorado. At a young age, Ryan began playing drums. He played briefly with a group in high school

before taking a break from the drums. Throughout college, Ryan toured and recorded with several hard

rock and pop groups including Blindside. Recently Ryan has been playing drums for his church worship

team. Ryan's musical influences include U2, Dave Matthews Band, Poor Old Lu, Primus, Blues Traveler

and POD.
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